I

am so pleased to step into the position of
Marketing and Sales Manager here at the Kent
State University Press. As the longtime Executive Director of Buckeye Book Fair, a literary nonprofit, I had already had the opportunity to work
with the Kent State University Press and its authors.
After 15 years of working with the Press’s outstanding books and authors, including multiple award
winners, I’m especially delighted to join the Press to
promote the remarkable books published here.
The Kent State University Press and I share
many interests, and this fall’s lineup is an exciting
mix of titles that demonstrate just that, including:
•	Anneliese Abbott’s exploration of Malabar
Farm and its influence on sustainable agriculture. Now a state park, the farm was the
brainchild of Louis Bromfield, a Pulitzer
Prize–winning writer whose works I was involved in bringing back into print.

•	Guy Denny’s new natural history of this
region’s bogs and fens, with stunning photography from Gary Meszaros. Denny’s expertise
as past president of the Ohio Natural Areas and
Preserves Association, of which I am a member, is evident throughout.
•	Thomas Crowl’s deep dive into the life and
“career” of Cassie Chadwick. Too often just a short
chapter in Ohio scoundrel tales, this fascinating
con artist is finally the subject of her own book.
And there’s more, of course—an array of titles
we’re proud to present to you.
I look forward to working closely with authors,
booksellers, members of the media, libraries, event
planners, and more. Please do reach out to me
with any questions, requests, orders, or ideas!

Julia Wiesenberg
Marketing and Sales Manager
jwiesenb@kent.edu

You can also find our books through these sites
This symbol indicates that
a title is also available as
an ebook.

eBook Distribution Retail Partners
Many of our titles are available as ebooks on Kindle, NOOK, Kobo, Google, and other formats and devices.

Digital editions are also available to libraries from UPCC/Project Muse and JSTOR. More vendors are being added.

Kent State University Press books are printed on acid-free paper for
archival longevity, and most use paper made from 60% recycled
pulp, with 10% postconsumer waste. Most titles are available in
both print and electronic editions.
Cover photos courtesy of Anneliese Abbott, Jim Berry, and Malabar Farm Archives.

The Kent State University Press is a proud member of the
Association of University Presses.

Queen
of the Con

From a
Spiritualist

From a Spiritualist to the
Carnegie Imposter
Thomas Crowl
The definitive account of audacious con
woman Cassie Chadwick, the Carnegie
Imposter
Queen of the Con tells the true story of Cassie
Chadwick, a successful swindler and “one of
the top 10 imposters of all time,” according to
Time magazine. Born Betsy Bigley in 1857 in
Canada, she first operated as Madame Devere, a
European clairvoyant, and in 1890 was arrested
for defrauding a Toledo bank of $20,000. In
the mid-1890s, while working as a madam in
Cleveland, Cassie met and married a widowed
physician with a coveted Euclid Avenue address.
At the dawn of the 20th century, Cassie borrowed $2 million (worth roughly $50 million
today) throughout northern Ohio, Pittsburgh, New York, and Boston by convincingly
posing as the illegitimate daughter of wealthy
industrialist-turned-philanthropist Andrew
Carnegie.
When the fraud collapsed in 1904, it was a
nationwide sensation. “Yes, I borrowed money
in very large amounts,” she told reporters, “but
what of it? You can’t accuse a poor businesswoman of being a criminal, can you?” Carnegie, who never responded to the claim, merely
joked that Mrs. Chadwick had demonstrated
that his credit was still good.
This meticulously researched book is the
first full-length account of this fascinating
woman’s notorious career, the forerunner to
more recent female scammers like Theranos
founder Elizabeth Holmes or fake heiress Anna
Sorokin, the “Soho Grifter.” Crowl’s engaging storytelling also leads readers to consider
aspects of gender stereotypes, social and economic class structures, and the ways in which
we humans can so often be fooled.

to the
Carnegie Imposter

Queen of
the Con
JQ

L

Thomas

J

Crowl

TRUE CRIME HISTORY
TRUE CRIME
October 2021, 296 pp., 6 x 9
Paper $24.95t, ISBN 978-1-60635-429-2

THOMAS CROWL is an avocational historian who
has published two previous books, Murder of a Journalist (published by Kent State University Press) and
Opdycke’s Tigers in the Civil War. His articles have
appeared in Timeline, Echoes, History Magazine, and
the Central States Archaeological Journal.

Related Interest ▼
Bigamy and Bloodshed:
The Scandal of Emma Molloy and
the Murder of Sarah Graham
Larry E. Wood
Paper $24.95t
ISBN 978-1-60635-385-1

The Adventuress: Murder,
Blackmail, and Confidence Games
in the Gilded Age
Virginia McConnell
Cloth $29.95t
ISBN 978-1-60635-034-8
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Peatlands

of Ohio and the Southern Great Lakes Region

Peatlands of
Ohio and the
Southern Great
Lakes Region
Guy L. Denny
with photographs
from Gary Meszaros

Guy L. Denny with photographs by Gary Meszaros

P

eatlands—and specifically “bogs”—have
long been a source of fascination for
humans, and these amazing places are
truly living relics of the Ice Age. More recently,
bogs have come to be regarded as complex and
fascinating wetland ecosystems. Peatlands
of Ohio and the Southern Great Lakes Region
focuses on the sphagnum peat bogs and rich
fens of the lower Great Lakes states of Illinois,
Indiana, Ohio, southern Michigan, and the
glaciated northern corners of Pennsylvania.
The peatlands of today are products of the
Wisconsinan Glaciation, when peatland plants
originating in northern latitudes migrated
southward in a wide band preceding the
glacial wall of ice. After thousands of years, the
glacier’s retreat severely diminished the sites
with the very special environmental conditions
needed to sustain these ecosystems.
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Exploring and appreciating the
fascinating ecosystems of bogs and fens

However, in a few sites, kettlehole lakes and
cold alkaline hillside seeps and springs enabled
remnants of peatland vegetation to survive to
this day. Guy L. Denny, with accompanying
photographs by Gary Meszaros, closely examines this habitat and its special environmental
constraints, the geological and climatological
origins, and the flora and fauna unique to the
bogs and rich fens of this region. As readers
will discover as they learn about places like
Cranberry Bog in Michigan or Triangle Lake in
Ohio, kettlehole sphagnum peat bogs and rich
fens are not only essential places to protect, but
they are amazing sites to explore, discover new
plants, and observe the beauty and splendor of
the natural world.

GUY L. DENNY is a retired chief of the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources’ Division of Natural
Areas and Preserves. A former director of the Ohio
Biological Survey, he is also a past president of the
Ohio Natural Areas and Preserves Association.

NATURE / ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES / REGIONAL INTEREST
December 2021, c. 160 pp., 8 x 10
Paper w/flaps $27.95t, ISBN 978-1-60635-437-7
Photos by Gary Meszaros

GARY MESZAROS’s images have appeared in
numerous nature magazines and books. He is the
coauthor of and has contributed photographs to
five books published by Kent State University Press,
including Native Fishes of Ohio and Wild Ohio.
Related Interest

▼

The Prairie Peninsula
Gary Meszaros and Guy L. Denny
Paper $24.95t
ISBN 978-1-60635-320-2

Related Interest ▼
Discovery and Renewal on Huffman
Prairie: Where Aviation Took Wing
David Nolin
Paper $39.95t
ISBN 978-1-60635-346-2
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Malabar Farm
Louis Bromfield, Friends of
the Land, and the Rise of
Sustainable Agriculture
Anneliese Abbott

How Malabar Farm pioneered
soil conservation and grew
the sustainable agriculture
movement

E

stablished in 1939 by Pulitzer Prize–
winning author and farmer Louis
Bromfield, Malabar Farm was once
considered “the most famous farm in the world.”
Farmers, conservationists, politicians, businessmen, and even a few Hollywood celebrities—
including Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall,
who married there—flocked to rural Ohio to
see how Bromfield restored worn-out land to
lush productivity using conservation practices.
Permanent, sustainable agriculture, Bromfield
preached, was the “New Agriculture” that would
transform the postwar world.
Anneliese Abbott tells the story of Malabar
Farm within the context of the wider histories
of soil conservation and other environmental
movements, especially the Ohio-based organization Friends of the Land. As one of the few
surviving landmarks of this movement, which
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became an Ohio state park in 1976, Malabar
Farm provides an intriguing case study of how
soil conservation began, how it was marginalized during the 1950s, and how it now continues
to influence the modern idea of sustainable
agriculture.
To see Malabar strictly as a modern production farm—or a nature preserve, or the home of
a famous novelist—oversimplifies the complexity of what Bromfield actually did. Malabar
wasn’t a conventional farm or an organic farm;
it was both. It represents a middle ground that
is often lacking in modern discussions about
sustainability or environmental issues, yet it
remains critically important. Today, as Malabar
Farm State Park remains a working farm with a
new interpretive center that opened in 2006, its
importance and impact continue for current and
future generations.

ANNELIESE ABBOTT grew up on a small Michigan
farm. Her research on the history of Malabar Farm
began while studying plant and soil science at the
Ohio State University. She recently received a University Fellowship to begin graduate research on the
history of organic/sustainable farming in the Nelson
Institute for Environmental Studies at the University
of Wisconsin–Madison.

NATURE / ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES / REGIONAL INTEREST
November 2021, c. 312 pp., 7 x 10
Paper w/flaps $29.95t, ISBN 978-1-60635-431-5

Related Interest ▼

Related Interest ▼

Resurrection of the Wild:
Meditations on Ohio’s Natural
Landscape
Deborah Fleming
Cloth $24.95t
ISBN 978-1-60635-375-2
Paper $19.95t
ISBN 978-1-60635-418-6

Background photo from author’s collection

Problem Plants of Ohio
Megan E. Griffiths, Melissa A. Davis,
and David Ward
Hardback $65.00s
ISBN 978-1-60635-402-5
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A Double
Life and the
Detectives
Allan Pinkerton
From the Borowitz Collection, Kent
State University Special Collections and
Archives

® BLACK SQUIRREL BOOKS
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION / CLASSIC DETECTIVE STORIES
September 2021, 184 pp., 51/2 x 71/2
Paper $15.95t, ISBN 978-1-60635-433-9

ALLAN PINKERTON (1819–1884) was born in
Scotland and immigrated to the United States in
1842. Settling in the Chicago area, his first career
was as a cooper. While wandering in the woods looking for wood to make barrel staves, he came across
some counterfeiters and helped in their arrest. That
led to Pinkerton being appointed as police detective
in Cook County, Illinois, and later forming his own
company—the Pinkerton National Detective Agency.
Pinkerton produced numerous books based on his
work and that of his agents. The books no doubt reflect his views but obviously contain fictionalized and
sanitized accounts; many historians, as well, believe
he used a ghostwriter.
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Detective Allan Pinkerton and his associates,
including the indispensable Mr. Bangs, travel
to Troyville, Pennsylvania—a beautiful village
known for its rural beauty and community
of farmers—to investigate the robbery of the
Howard Express Company. The thieves made
off with nearly $15,000 and vanished. Pinkerton
learns that two suspicious men had arrived in
town the morning before the robbery, and he
races to track them down and discover their
connection, if any, to the robbery.
Meanwhile, in Oaklands, Indiana, the
narrative follows Archibald MacDonald, a
well-regarded member of his community who
is noted for his good judgment, respected for
his agricultural knowledge, and well known
as an influence on local politics. A dedicated
family man, MacDonald struggles to find the
means to fund his children’s higher education.
As Pinkerton and his associates piece together the mystery, an important clue emerges:
a torn envelope recovered from the robbery
scene, with MacDonald’s name and address
on it. What is MacDonald’s connection to the
robbery? Is he one of the two men suspected of
being involved? Could such an upstanding pillar of his community really be secretly involved
in criminal activities?
The crime described in A Double Life and
the Detectives is less of a whodunit and more
of a whydunit. As Pinkerton learns, societal
pressure to keep up appearances and provide
for family can have disastrous consequences,
driving otherwise respectable people to commit
brazen crimes.

The Railroad
Forger and the
Detectives
Allan Pinkerton
From the Borowitz Collection, Kent
State University Special Collections and
Archives
In The Railroad Forger and the Detectives,
real estate agent Thomas H. Cone vanishes
suddenly. At the same time, the Pinkerton Detective Agency’s Philadelphia branch, helmed
by Mr. Linden, is hired by the Adams Express
railroad company to investigate a draft forgery
case. Two checks totaling more than $1,200 had
been intercepted in the mail and falsely endorsed by none other than Mr. Thomas Cone!
As the investigation heats up, Linden discovers that this crime is just the latest in a string of
similar forgeries, which initially do not seem to
be connected; the forgers are scattered across
the country and seemingly have no relation to
one another. Linden retraces Cone’s whereabouts, beginning with his rented office space.
The deserted office initially yields few clues until
Linden spots Cone’s blotting sheet. From a tangle of ink stains, Linden uncovers the address
for a William R. Wales in Redrock, Ohio.
Sensing a pattern, Linden is determined
to find out if there is a gang of forgers, if William Wales is somehow involved, or if Cone
has acted alone under a variety of aliases. A
thrilling, fictionalized account of crime in the
railroad business, The Railroad Forger and the
Detectives is a tale of greed and an elaborate
scheme—one only the Pinkerton Detective
Agency can bring down.

® BLACK SQUIRREL BOOKS
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION / CLASSIC DETECTIVE STORIES
September 2021, 352 pp., 51/2 x 71/2
Paper $15.95t, ISBN 978-1-60635-434-6

Related Interest ▼
The Detective and the Somnambulist
Allan Pinkerton
Paper, $15.95t
ISBN 978-1-60635-415-5

Bank Robbers and the Detectives
Allan Pinkerton
Paper, $15.95t
ISBN 978-1-60635-414-8

The Murderer and the Fortune Teller
Allan Pinkerton
Paper, $15.95t
ISBN 978-1-60635-416-2
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THE

EAST RIVER

RIPPER
The Mysterious
1891 Murder of
Old Shakespeare
GEORGE R. DEKLE SR.

TRUE CRIME HISTORY
TRUE CRIME
August 2021, 288 pp., 6 x 9
Paper $24.95t, ISBN 978-1-60635-426-1

GEORGE R. DEKLE SR. served as a legal skills
professor at the University of Florida, where he
directed the Prosecution Clinic. His most recent
book, Six Capsules: The Gilded Age Murder of Helen
Potts (published by Kent State University Press), won
a silver IPPY award and a gold medal in the Florida
Authors and Publishers Association’s President’s
Book Awards.

Related Interest ▼
Six Capsules: The Gilded Age
Murder of Helen Potts
George R. Dekle Sr.
Paper $24.95t
ISBN 978-1-60635-370-7
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The East River
Ripper
The Mysterious 1891 Murder
of Old Shakespeare
George R. Dekle Sr.
Innocent or guilty, or a more nuanced
truth, in this Ripper-style killing
Shortly after NYPD Chief of Detectives Thomas
Byrnes publicly criticized the London police for
failing to capture Jack the Ripper, he received
a letter purportedly from Jack himself saying
New York was his next target. Not long after,
Byrnes was confronted by his own Ripper-style
murder case in the death of Carrie Brown,
a.k.a. “Old Shakespeare,” a colorful character
who worked as a prostitute and had a penchant
for quoting Shakespeare. People were worried
that Jack might have actually come to America.
The detective bureau finally arrested Amir
Ben Ali, an Algerian immigrant. The news
papers, however, immediately criticized Byrnes
for moving too quickly, suggesting that he had
tried to save face by pinning the crime on an
easy target.
When the verdict of murder in the second
degree was announced, the papers erupted
in anger and disbelief. With the aid of the
French consulate, they embarked on a 10-year
campaign to have Ben Ali pardoned and finally
won his release by producing new evidence. Immediately upon Ben Ali’s departure for France,
fresh evidence of his guilt surfaced.
Was Ben Ali falsely convicted or falsely
exonerated? And if he did not commit the
murder, then who did? Issues of false convictions, fake news, illegal immigration, police
corruption, and racial prejudice are common
tropes in today’s news cycles. The East River
Ripper demonstrates that these are not simply
matters of recent vintage and seeks to answer
such questions in trying to determine whether
and in what way justice miscarried.

How Blood
Works
Ellene Glenn Moore
Richard Blanco, Judge
Winner of the 2020 Stan and Tom Wick
Poetry Prize

“A luminous debut collection of poems.”
		 —Peg Boyers, author of
To Forget Venice
“Moore explores the difficult territory
of all that we cannot explain yet must
embrace.”
		 —Jim Daniels, author of
The Middle Ages
How Blood Works is a collection of poems that
considers the way memory, identity, and our
very blood take shape in the places we inhabit:
rooms, cities, landscapes, and spaces within
the body. Moore also examines the idea of
bloodlines—literal familial ties and the traumas, secrets, and complex relationships passed
from one generation to the next. To explore
these motifs, many of the poems borrow from
the world of visual art, including painting,
sculpture and its resonance with the creation of
the self, and architecture, too, as a metaphorical counterweight to nature.
In keeping with the central theme that the
stories we tell ourselves—and, by extension,
our understanding of who we are—are shaped
by the spaces in which we tell them, the poems
in How Blood Works vary drastically in form.
From traditionally lineated lyrics to more architectural, segmented prose pieces, the poems
themselves become a space for narratives of the
self to play out.

WICK FIRST BOOK PRIZE
POETRY
September 2021, 72 pp., 51/2 x 81/2
Paper $17.00t, ISBN 978-1-60635-427-8

ELLENE GLENN MOORE writes in several genres;
her poetry, lyric nonfiction, and critical work have
been published in Poet Lore, West Branch, Hayden’s
Ferry Review, Best New Poets, Poetry Northwest,
Brevity, Ninth Letter, and elsewhere. Her chapbook
The Dark Edge of the Bluff was runner-up for the
Hopper Prize for Young Poets.

Related Interest ▼
On This Side of the Desert
Alfredo Aguilar
Natalie Diaz, Judge
Paper $17.00t
ISBN 978-1-60635-406-3
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A Sense of
Tales Untold
Exploring the Edges of Tolkien’s Literary Canvas

A Sense of
Tales Untold
Exploring the Edges of
Tolkien’s Literary Canvas
Peter Grybauskas
Examining the uncanny perception of
depth in Tolkien’s writing and worldbuilding

Peter Grybauskas
LITERARY CRITICISM / INKLINGS STUDIES
November 2021, c. 200 pp., 6 x 9
Cloth $55.00s, ISBN 978-1-60635-430-8

PETER GRYBAUSKAS is senior lecturer in English
at the University of Maryland. He has collaborated
with the Roman Association of Tolkien Studies and is
a regular reader in the Tolkien Archive at Oxford University’s Bodleian Library. His work has appeared in
Tolkien Studies, Mythlore, and collections in English
and Italian.
Related Interest ▼
The Faun’s Bookshelf:
C. S. Lewis on Why Myth Matters
Charlie W. Starr
Paper $16.95t
ISBN 978-1-60635-349-3

There Would Always Be a Fairy Tale:
More Essays on Tolkien
Verlyn Flieger
ISBN 978-1-60635-308-0
Paper $29.95s
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A Sense of Tales Untold examines the margins of
J. R. R. Tolkien’s work: the frames, edges, allusions, and borders between story and un-story
and the spaces between vast ages and miniscule
time periods. The untold tales that are simply
implied or referenced in the text are essential to
Tolkien’s achievement in world-building, Peter
Grybauskas argues, and counter the common
but largely spurious image of Tolkien as a writer
of bloated prose. Instead, A Sense of Tales Untold
highlights Tolkien’s restraint—his ability to
check the pen to great effect.
The book begins by identifying some of
Tolkien’s principal sources of inspiration and
his contemporaries, then summarizes theories
and practices of the literary impression of depth.
The following chapters offer close readings of
key untold tales in context, ranging from the
shadowy legends at the margins of The Lord of
the Rings to the nexus of tales concerning Túrin
Turambar. In his frequent retellings of the Túrin
legend, Tolkien found a lifelong playground for
experimentation with untold stories.
“A story must be told or there’ll be no story,
yet it is the untold stories that are most moving,”
wrote Tolkien to his son during the composition
of The Lord of the Rings, cutting straight to the
heart of the tension between storytelling and
world-building that animates his work. From the
most straightforward form of an untold tale—an
omission—to vast and tangled webs of allusions,
Grybauskas highlights this tension. A Sense of
Tales Untold engages with urgent questions about
interpretation, adaptation, and authorial control.

Tolkien,
Enchantment,
and Loss
Steps on the
Developmental Journey
John Rosegrant
Tolkien’s enchanted worldview as literary
form and as psychological struggle
Focusing on the themes of enchantment and
loss in the fiction of J. R. R. Tolkien, this unique
study incorporates elements of developmental
psychology to explore both Tolkien’s life and
art, deepening our understanding of the interrelationship between his biography and writing.
As John Rosegrant relates, Tolkien’s early
years saw a good deal of trauma: the loss of both
parents, serious illness, poverty, and battlefield
action during World War I, including the loss
of close friends. Yet he presents an enchanted
worldview in the stories of Middle-earth,
and that tension between enchantment and
disenchantment—as it results from significant trauma and loss—lies at the very heart of
Tolkien’s creative endeavors.
In short, Tolkien’s creative effort can be
understood, especially from the perspective of
his own psychological development, as a way
to maintain a sense of enchantment in the face
of great personal loss. Throughout our lives, at
several stages we must surrender earlier forms
of enchantment and develop more mature
forms so that life does not become barren, drab,
or dismal. As Rosegrant argues, Tolkien found
ways to use his personal losses and struggles
to address universal psychological issues in his
art, giving his work great emotional sophistication and complexity.
Tolkien, Enchantment, and Loss both deepens our understanding of Tolkien and helps us
to recognize how Tolkien widens and enriches
our understanding of life.

Tolkien, Enchantment, and Loss
Steps on the Developmental Journey
John Rosegrant

LITERARY CRITICISM/INKLINGS STUDIES
December 2021, c. 220 pp., 6 x 9
Cloth $55.00s, ISBN 978-1-60635-435-3

JOHN ROSEGRANT is a practicing psychoanalyst
who has published numerous papers on topics
including play therapy, dreams, fairytales, Harry
Potter, the World of Warcraft computer game, and
Ursula Le Guin, and is also the author of The Gates of
Inland young adult fantasy series. His work on J. R. R.
Tolkien has appeared in Tolkien Studies, Mythlore,
and American Imago.
Related Interest ▼
“The Sweet and the Bitter”:
Death and Dying in J. R. R. Tolkien’s
The Lord of the Rings
Amy Amendt-Raduege
Paper $30.00t
ISBN 978-1-60635-305-9

Tolkien’s Cosmology:
Divine Beings and Middle-earth
Sam McBride
Cloth $55.00s
ISBN 978-1-60635-396-7
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The
Complete
Funky
Winkerbean
Volume 11, 2002–2004
Tom Batiuk
Foreword by Andrew Farago
Long-running character Funky
Winkerbean reminds us that we
all have to grow up

® BLACK SQUIRREL BOOKS
HUMOR / COMICS / GRAPHIC NOVELS
December 2021, 520 pp., 91/2 x 71 ∕ 8
Cloth $45.00t, ISBN 978-1-60635-438-4

“Thank you for the stories you tell. It
seems I just realized I grew up with
all the characters from the beginning.
Touching and funny. Who would have
thought the comics were so deep?”
		 —Michael Welger
“I have always loved Funky. Thank you
for all you do.”
—Susan Krezman

Relationships move to the front of the stage in
this eleventh volume of The Complete Funky
Winkerbean as the lighthearted dalliances of
the past segue to the more mature partnerships
of the adult world. Marriages are tested as
Funky and Cindy’s relationship begins to break
apart, and Becky and Wally are separated by
the war in Afghanistan. At the same time, Lisa
and Les begin a family and go house hunting,
while Crazy Harry meets an unlikely soulmate
from his high school video gaming days.
In Tom Batiuk’s introduction to this volume, the curtain is pulled back on the art of
Funky to show what was happening behind the
scenes artistically as the work over these years
was being created.

Related Interest ▼
The Complete
Funky Winkerbean:
Volume 9, 1996–1998
Cloth $45.00t
ISBN 978-1-60635-392-9

The Complete
Funky Winkerbean:
Volume 10, 1999–2001
Cloth $45.00t
ISBN 978-1-60635-361-5
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TOM BATIUK is a graduate of Kent State University.
His Funky Winkerbean and Crankshaft comic strips
are carried in hundreds of newspapers throughout
the United States. He was recognized as one of
three finalists in the editorial cartooning category of
the 2008 Pulitzer Prize awards competition for the
singular series of daily comic strips that chronicled
the death of longtime character Lisa Moore, which
were collected in the Lisa’s Legacy Trilogy. His Funky
Winkerbean series and Roses in December were
finalists for the 2016 Eisner Awards.

SELECTED BACKLIST

The Uncommon Case of Daniel Brown

How a White Police Officer Was Convicted of Killing a Black Citizen,
Baltimore, 1875

Gordon H. Shufelt
PAPER $24.95t • ISBN 978-1-60635-412-4

“A major contribution to the growing literature on race and policing. The examination
of how class as well as race influenced the policing of blacks in an urban city is
significant.”—Clarence Taylor, author of Fight the Power: African Americans and the
Long History of Police Brutality in New York City

A Notable Bully

Colonel Billy Wilson, Masculinity, and the Pursuit of Violence in
the Civil War Era
Robert E. Cray
CLOTH $55.00s • ISBN 978-1-60635-424-7

“Cray has ferreted out, in the most creative fashion, details of the fascinating life of
this New York tough. A great read.”—Shane White, author of Prince of Darkness:
The Untold Story of Jeremiah G. Hamilton, Wall Street’s First Black Millionaire

So Much More Than a Headache

Understanding Migraine through Literature
Edited by Kathleen J. O’Shea
PAPER $34.95s • ISBN 978-1-60635-403-2

“Any reader will leave with more empathy and understanding for what is a common—
but difficult—condition for so many people.”—Medical Health Humanities

Slavery

Interpreting American History
Edited by Aaron Astor and Thomas C. Buchanan
PAPER $39.95s • ISBN 978-1-60635-422-3

“In its prose and content, Slavery: Interpreting American History will appeal to
both specialists and nonspecialists alike.”—Hilary Green, author of Educational
Reconstruction: African American Schools in the Urban South, 1865–1890
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SELECTED BACKLIST

Cold War Secrets

A Vanished Professor, a Suspected Killer, and Hoover’s FBI
Eileen Welsome
PAPER $24.95t • ISBN 978-1-60635-425-4

“The research is breathtaking in its scope, and the author ‘connects the dots’ in a
way that would make even the most skilled intelligence analyst proud.”
—Eric Haseltine, author of The Spy in Moscow Station: A Counterspy’s Hunt for a
Deadly Cold War Threat

The Potato Masher Murder
Death at the Hands of a Jealous Husband

Gary Sosniecki
PAPER $24.95t • ISBN 978-1-60635-404-9

“A compelling read that does an admirable job of trying to re-create the era.”
—The Strand

The Beauty Defense
Femmes Fatales on Trial
Laura James
PAPER $24.95t • ISBN 978-1-60635-394-3

“One of the ten best true crime books of 2021: the definition of page-turners.”
—Marie Claire

A Woman Condemned

The Tragic Case of Anna Antonio
James M. Greiner
PAPER $24.95t • ISBN 978-1-60635-382-0

“Greiner takes readers into the Albany underworld—made famous by the likes of
gangster Jack ‘Legs’ Diamond—and returns an indictment against the justice
system.”—Ellery Queen Mystery Magazine
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SELECTED BACKLIST

The Giants and Their City

Major League Baseball in San Francisco, 1976–1992
Lincoln A. Mitchell
PAPER $29.95t • ISBN 978-1-60635-420-9

“This book should be read by anybody who loves baseball, especially SF Giants
fans!! They’ll learn a lot about MLB, the Giants, and my pal, Bob Lurie.”—Willie Mays

Baseball Goes West

The Dodgers, the Giants, and the Shaping of the Major Leagues
Lincoln A. Mitchell
CLOTH $39.95t • ISBN 978-1-60635-359-2

“Baseball Goes West is an absolute must-read for all baseball fans, all Dodgers
fans, all Giants fans, all New Yorkers, all Californians, and for everyone interested
in baseball history and, indeed, in our nation’s history.”—Corey Busch, former San
Francisco Giants executive and consultant to Commissioner Bud Selig

The House That Rock Built

How It Took Time, Money, Music Moguls, Corporate Types, Politicians,
Media, Artists, and Fans to Bring the Rock Hall to Cleveland
Norm N. Nite and Tom Feran
PAPER $28.00t • ISBN 978-1-60635-399-8

“Norm Nite and Tom Feran have captured the spirit of a community that loves Rock
and Roll and that would not give up on the dream of being home to a worthy Hall of
Fame to celebrate its artists.”—Richard F. Celeste, governor of Ohio, 1983–1991

The Cost of Freedom

Voicing a Movement after Kent State 1970

Edited by Susan J. Erenrich
PAPER $34.95t • ISBN 978-1-60635-401-8

“The shootings at Kent State still reverberate. This collection is a written
monument, a fitting memorial to all those killed, wounded, or scarred by the events
of May 4, 1970.”—The VVA Veteran
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SALES INFORMATION

This catalog contains descriptions of books scheduled for publication during 2021 and some already published of
continuing interest. All prices are subject to change without notice.
The Kent State University Press participates in the Cataloging-in-Publication program of the Library of Congress. Professional cataloging data appear on the copyright page in each of our new publications.
The paper in most of our books meets the guidelines for permanence and durability of the Committee on Production Guidelines for Book Longevity of the Council on Library Resources.
Editorial and Marketing Ofﬁces
The Kent State University Press, 1118 University Library, P.O. Box 5190, Kent, OH 44242-0001
330-672-7913 Fax 330-672-3104
Sales and Distribution
Trade and Library Orders:
The Kent State University Press, c/o Baker & Taylor Publisher Services
30 Amberwood Parkway, Ashland, OH 44805
800-247-6553 Fax 419-281-6883 Customer service/inquiries 419-281-1802
orders@btpubservices.com
Returns and Discounts
Prior permission to return is not required. Booksellers may return books within one year of the date of the invoice if they are in new, resalable condition (no price marks or stickers) and currently in print. Books that are
out of print and books in unsalable condition are not returnable and will be sent back at the customer’s expense.
A packing list showing quantities, discounts received, and invoice number(s) must accompany returns. If no
invoice number is given, credit will be issued at maximum discount. Written notice should be sent to Baker &
Taylor Publisher Services within 30 days of receipt of damaged or defective books. Direct all returns to ordering
address given above. Discount schedules will be furnished to booksellers upon request; write the Marketing Department of the Press. The letter “t” following the price of a book indicates trade discount; the letter “s” indicates
short discount.
Individual Orders
Individuals are encouraged to order through booksellers. Direct orders from individuals must be prepaid in US funds
or may be charged to MasterCard, VISA, or Discover. Postage and handling costs should be added to each order:
$6.50 for one book, $1.50 for each additional book; outside the US, $7.50 for one book, $2.00 for each additional
book. Ohio residents, add 7% sales tax. All prices are retail list and are subject to change without notice. Books will
be billed at the prices prevailing at the time an order is received regardless of the prices appearing in this catalog.
Send orders with payment to Baker & Taylor Publisher Services at the ordering address listed above.
Examination and Desk Copy Policy
Requests for examination copies must be submitted in writing on departmental letterhead and include the course
title and number, estimated enrollment, semester it will be taught, and bookstore information. Please limit your
selection to three titles. All requests must be accompanied by $6.50 per title (check or money order only) to cover
shipping and handling. Any paperback book priced at $15 or less is available at no cost above the shipping and
handling fee. Prepayment at a 20% discount (plus shipping) is required for hardcover books and paperbacks
priced over $15; check, MasterCard, VISA, or Discover will be accepted. If a book is adopted for a class of 10 or
more students, the prepayment will be refunded; requests for refunds must be accompanied by the name and
phone number of the bookstore that placed the order. Examination copies not adopted as texts may be returned
for refund of the purchase price. All refund requests must be made within 60 days of receipt of the book. Desk
copies are granted on 10-copy orders when books are required (rather than recommended). The Press reserves the
right to limit availability of exam and desk copies.
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New England
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
Vermont
New England Book Reps/Rovers LLC
Stephen Williamson
68 Main Street
Acton, MA 01720-3540
978-263-7723
Fax 978-263-7721
wwabooks@aol.com
Mid-Atlantic
Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Washington,
DC
Chesapeake & Hudson, Inc.
27 Jacks Shop Road
Rochelle, VA 22738
800-231-4469
Fax 800-307-5163
office@cheshud.com
www.cheshudinc.com
Michael Gourley
michael@cheshud.com
Steve Straw
steve@cheshud.com
Janine Jensen
janine@cheshud.com
Robin Bell
robin@cheshud.com
Angie Nicewarner
angie@cheshud.com
Jennifer Hawkinberry
jennifer@cheshud.com

Southeast
Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West
Virginia

Midwest
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
Ohio, South Dakota, Wisconsin

Southeastern Book Travelers, LLC
Chip Mercer
104 Owens Parkway, Suite J
Pelham, AL 35244
205-682-8570
Fax 770-804-2013
chipmercer@bellsouth.net

Miller Trade Book Marketing
Bruce Miller
1426 W. Carmen Avenue
Chicago, IL 60640
773-275-8156
Cell 773-307-3446
Fax 312-276-8109
bruce@millertrade.com

Stewart Koontz
Southeastern Book Travelers
2016 Bainbridge Rd.
Florence, AL 35634
256-483-7969
Fax 770-804-2013
cskoontz@hotmail.com

Bob Rosenberg
The Bob Rosenberg Group
2318 – 32nd Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94116
Phone: (415) 564-1248
Fax: (888) 491-1248
Bob@bobrosenberggroup.com
www.bobrosenberggroup.com
For review copies contact
Julia Wiesenberg
Marketing and Sales Manager
330-672-8097
jwiesenb@kent.edu

International
United Kingdom, Europe,
Middle East, Africa, and
Latin America
Eurospan Group
Gray’s Inn House
127 Clerkenwell Road
London EC1R 5DB
Telephone: +44 (20) 7240 0856
Email: eurospan@turpindistribution.com
www.eurospanbookstore.com

West
Alaska, Arizona, California,
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada,
New Mexico, Oregon, Utah,
Washington, Wyoming

For all other territories contact
Julia Wiesenberg
Marketing and Sales Manager
jwiesenb@kent.edu
330-672-8097
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United States
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